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www.2sens.co
Live. Lifelike. Comfort VR
www.abonair.com
Wireless Video Links transmission from a camera to a
news truck
www.IntelliGym.com
football.IntelliGym.com
Think Faster. Play Better.
www.applicaster.com
Applicaster is a cutting edge technology company creating
best in class mobile/tablet/OTT video centric apps for some
of the world's leading broadcasters and media companies.
www.apester.com
Experience. Content.
www.audioburst.com
A Connected Listening World.
www.byondvr.com
Create your VR experience fast, easy with Byond's cloud
platform
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http://www.everymatch.com/
White label precise connections, matching & management
application for 24/7 global fans engagement.
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Premium Games for Sports Brands
www.FanPassTick.com
We increase ticket sells and reduce fraud tickets
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Actionable Injury Predictions.
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DEEP offers sports data visualizations for publishers,
including data & designs.
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The Future of Mobile Video Viewing
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www.giraffic.com
Outsmarting internet bandwidth limitations entirely from
the client-side
www.sport.idomoo.com
We believe in personalized content as a growth engine in
sports

Broadcasting

www.insoundz.com
SEE THE SOUNDS™ in LIVE EVENTS AND VR
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/sports/sportsoverview.html

Go
Engagement

Go
Broadcasting

Go
Broadcasting

Intel Sports Group is the leading turnkey solution for
leagues, broadcasters and teams aiming to be the
market leaders in the digitization of sports.
https://corp.kaltura.com/
Kaltura’s mission is to power any video experience on any
device
www.konnecto.io
Experiential loyalty SaaS engagement platform
www.liveu.tv
LiveU offers solutions to suit any live broadcast scenario
within one single IP multi-layered ecosystem
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www.minute.ly
Minute increases social video engagement and revenue.
Instantly.
www.motionizeme.com
Motionize provide real time corrective feedback to
recreational athlete to enhance their experience

Video &
Media

Go

Performance
Enhancement

Go

www.panda-os.com
Revolutionary Video Platform with focus on Sports and
Media

Broadcasting

www.lookat.io
Media Review & Approval platform

www.peer5.com
The Serverless CDN
www.pixellot.tv
Fully automated production solution for all levels of sport
http://www.playbuzz.com/
Playbuzz is reinventing storytelling.
www.playsight.com
PlaySight is connecting athletes around the world on one
central cloud-enabled sports platform
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www.RspctBasketball.com
RSPCT changes the way basketball professionals and fans
understand, improve and enjoy shooting
http://scrnz.com/
The Screenz Platform creates and manages personalized
and interactive digital content through seamless
engagement with viewers

Performance
Enhancement

www.showbox.com
Video Creation Solution for Brands and Internet Platforms
www.similarweb.com
We measure the digital world
www.smartertv.net
Engage with live video
www.strigy.com
Backbone for immersive technologies – VR streaming
platform
www.tline.io
Tline revolutionizes storytelling by organizing content on
an engaging timeline, embeddable into any publisher.
www.vbrandsports.com
A.I. driven sports marketing big data platform
www.vibexpro.com
Enhance your game
www.vitec.com
Any Video. Any Format. Any Time.
Wally
Digital Smart Sponsorship walls
www.wibbitz.com
A video for every story
www.wscouting.com
Real-time, automatic production & personalization of
sports video highlights
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2Sens
www.2sens.co
Live. Lifelike. Comfort VR

Solution at a Glance
2Sens. Live. Lifelike. Comfort VR.
We are developing the technology that will power the next generation of VR cameras. Focusing on lifelike, high quality,
live and comfort VR that anyone can afford and operates in just a click of a button.
UGC with 2Sens: non-professional users can generate 3D Stereoscopic videos which are COMFORT to watch in VR –
based on our core-technology RT Processing for reducing the “Visual Discomfort” phenomena – hence removing the
major barrier for UGC VR.

Unique Differentiators
2Sens offering is unique by making 3D shooting as easy as regular video, and streaming it in real-time from your
smartphone, so others can view in VR headset.
We enable 3D VR UGC at low cost and complete ease-of-use.

Company References
Investors: Samsung Next, KDC Media Fund.

ABonAir
www.abonair.com
Wireless Video Links transmission from a camera to a news truck

Solution at a Glance
ABonAir's Wireless Video Links enable wireless transmission of video from a camera to a news truck. ABonAir's wireless
video solutions are ideal for Electronic News Gathering, sport events, reality shows and more. The system is compact &
lightweight. It attaches easily to any camera or unmanned platforms in the air, sea or ground for homeland security
usage. ABonAir’s solutions are based on advanced technologies (H.264, OFDM) bundled with unique algorithms
designed to merge video and wireless.

Unique Differentiators
ABonAir set an industry record of 7msec delay of video transmission! Our unique technology enables us to provide
robust and reliable wireless video links and ensure continuous and stable transmission for the entire broadcast session.
ABonAir's outstanding bi-directional system, superior to anything on the market today, guarantees 100% accurate
pictures. Built on a full-duplex data channel between cameras transmitters to receivers, the system acknowledges the
correct acceptance of each packet of pixels. As a result, the system enables continuous and stable content transmission
– ensuring the reliability and stability you need.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Tf1, rtl, afp news, uga

ACE Applied Cognitive Engineering
www.IntelliGym.com
football.IntelliGym.com
Think Faster. Play Better.
Solution at a Glance
ACE is a leading provider of "Brain-Gyms" for competitive athletes, such as football, ice-hockey and basketball players.
Our training tools, called IntelliGym, are proven to significantly enhance decision-making skills of players.
ACE’s award-winning technology is based on Air-Force pilots’ training concepts.
To date, ACE has tens of thousands of paying customers (SaaS based).
ACE’s newest product is the Football IntelliGym. It was developed with football clubs in Germany, the Netherlands and
Austria as well as researchers from Cologne Sport University and VU Amsterdam University.
The company has collaboration with the DFB (German Football Association).

Unique Differentiators
IntelliGym is the only training system scientifically tested and found to have significant impact on footballers’ actual onfield performance.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: recent stories published in the BILD (Germany) and the NYT –
http://www.bild.de/sport/fussball/fussball/fussball-nachwuchs-trainiert-mit-software-50600116,view=.bild.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/05/sports/soccer/dutch-psv-eindhoven-cognitive.html
Investors: Lionspeak Capital (Canada) and private investors

Video links:
http://bit.ly/Football-IntelliGym

Applicaster
www.applicaster.com
Applicaster is a cutting edge technology company creating
best in class mobile/tablet/OTT video centric apps for some
of the world's leading broadcasters and media companies.
Solution at a Glance
Applicaster equips broadcasters, sports channels, and teams with a feature rich App platform for interactive TV and
video, and fan engagement activities. Using our platform, you can quickly launch a branded app for any type of content,
with remote management capabilities.

Unique Differentiators
Broadcasters can easily create and monetize in a variety of ways (ads, sponsorships) an app that allows for LIVE
video, VOD and SVOD with a host interactive options that will keep sports viewers and fans engaged.

Video Links
https://vimeo.com/163266170

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: The company’s customers include ProSiebenSat.1, Mediaset, DIRECTV, TMZ, Fox Intl., BabyFirst,
Televisa, America TV, RPC, Reshet, HOT, and huge TV brands and events supported including Copa America, World Cup,
Sochi Olympic Games, The Voice, The X Factor, The Amazing Race, Master Chef, The Big Brother, Survivors, The
Bachelor, and So You Think You Can Dance.
Main partners: VizRT, AVID, mixpanel, cleeng, Orad, Ooyala
Investors: Pitango VC, North 83, C4V, Saban Group

Apester
www.apester.com
Experience. Content.

Solution at a Glance
Apester is a global interactive content platform that provides publishers and brands with the tools to create dynamic,
engaging experiences for audiences. Over 10,000 editors leverage Apester’s solutions to deepen reader engagement and
generate data-driven insights while advertisers are provided with enriched messaging opportunities. Apester reaches
more than 300 million consumers monthly across 1,500 publishing partners including AOL, Huffington Post, Time Inc.,
Fox Sports, Forbes, Ad Age, CNET, Telegraph Media and SKY News. Founded in 2013, Apester is headquartered in New
York with offices in London, Berlin, Tokyo, Los Angeles and Tel Aviv.

Unique Differentiators
Apester is the only storytelling tool able to reach up to 100% of the readers by offering an all-in-one editorial and
advertising solution. Apester’s easy-to-use platform helps create interactions as part of your content, aiming to raise
KPIs and revenues in the most native way.
Thousands of publishers worldwide use Apester daily to share stories, engage with readers and create a unique
experience across their website.

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDcE6HtWix0

Company References & Strategic Partners
AOL, Huffington Post, Time Inc., Fox Sports, Forbes, Ad Age, CNET, Telegraph Media and SKY News.

Audioburst
www.audioburst.com
A Connected Listening World.

Solution at a Glance
Audioburst is an audio content platform. Our technology understands and organizes content for any device. Every-day,
we index millions of minutes of radio, podcasts, videos and other spoken-word media in real-time and create
personalized audio feeds that meet the needs of our users. Audioburst works with mobile and CE manufactures and app
developers to deliver rich audio experiences. We have built partnerships with thousands of broadcasters and publishers
in our quest to build a robust, comprehensive ecosystem of audio experience.

Unique Differentiators
Audioburst is the only platform that automatically generates personalized playlists of bursts from multiple spoken-word
media sources in real time, accessible on any device.
Audioburst provides listeners a unique experience of personalized playlists, voice-based Q&As and audio notifications
based on their preferences and listening patterns, across all their devices.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Partners: We are currently working with several partners on integrating our solution to their mobile devices,
infotainments systems, Smart TVs and mobile apps. Specific names will be provided upon request.
Investors: Advanced Media Inc. (AMI), 2B Angles, Greylock IL (83North), Elron and Flint Capital

Byond
www.byondvr.com
Create your VR experience fast, easy with Byond's cloud
platform

Solution at a Glance
Byond offers companies a platform to easily, quickly and with low cost - create their own VR experience. All major
platforms supported. We solve the issue of what tools you need, how to adapt to different platforms and how to
maintain and update the experience with no technical requirements. The outcome from the platform is supported in
smartphones and HMD’s (Head Mounted Displays).

Unique Differentiators
Our platform was created with publishers, studios, brands in mind. The tool we offer needs no code writing, and no
design skills. It automatically adapts to the content you feed it with, and exports to all major platforms with autoadjusting per platform's needs.

Company References (case studies or POC) & Strategic Partners
Company references: Playtika – Sloto World 360
Main partners: CNN VR, Coca Cola, McCann World digital, Amdocs
Investors: First Time – investor group

Video links:
Showreel
CNN VR

DEEP
deep.it
DEEP offers sports data visualizations for publishers,
including data & designs.
Solution at a Glance
DEEP empowers publishers and content creators to enhance their stories with visual widgets such as match ups, info cards
and listicles. DEEP uses advanced AI and curation technologies to collect sports statistics and lifestyle data from all over the
internet. The data is visualized in many engaging formats that are fully customizable using our widget editor.
Unique Differentiators/Competitor references –
Format providers - Playbuzz, Apester, Riddle and the like also offer engaging content formats for users, but they are not
offering the data to complement the experience. Collecting the data for such a format takes editors on average 4-8 hours, and
additionally, some data crosscuts are almost impossible to find.
 Data visualization providers - Publishers can imbed visual information widgets from Opta and Graphiq, but their widgets
fall short of DEEP’s customization and unique data including lifestyle, love life, and personal stories.
DEEP combines the best of both worlds with fully customizable engaging formats and rich, contextual, visual data.
Company References (case studies or POC) & Strategic Partners
Company references: 90min
Investors:
Carmel Ventures (http://www.viola-group.com/carmelventures#/About)
Disruptive (http://www.disrupt-ive.com/about)
Relevant videos to share :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0Oy6WN6K0U

Elastic Media
www.elasticmedia.io
The Future of Mobile Video Viewing
Solution at a Glance
By combining advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence with native gesture controls, elastic media has
created a new category, a video experience tailored both to the user and their devices. This immersive, lean-forward
viewing delivers more revenue to media companies and more engaging experience to viewers.

Unique Differentiators
Our core differentiator is a cognitive system.
Leveraging advanced artificial intelligence and deep machine learning we:
a) Detect what is happening at every moment in a video.
b) Automatically edit the video into context based clips
c) Create an exciting, new mobile viewing experience
d) Drive additional revenue for content owners
The cognitive system also involves analysis of our unique user engagement. This data combined with our deep
knowledge of video creates extremely accurate Personalization Vectors. This info in turn, allows us to create a custom
broadcast for every individual. In essence, one million broadcasts for one million viewers.

Video Links
https://vimeo.com/172683696

Password DemoEM1

Company References & Strategic Partners
Ch 2 News Israel, KCET Los Angeles

EveryMatch
http://www.everymatch.com/
White label precise connections, matching & management
application for 24/7 global fans engagement.
Solution at a Glance
EveryMatch provides software as a service (SaaS) ,white label, social in real life applications.
We serve businesses that profit from getting their community members active, and keeping them active, in real life. We
offer Native white label, fully customized, multi-language, mobile applications that help fans to find fellow fans and join /
create activities, events and groups that match their profile & need , Around their favorite team.
Unique Differentiators
We give the clubs the tool to put its fans in the middle; the fans using our platform will enrich and enhance the club's
valuable data sources. It helps the club manage its activities with advanced tools and communicate directly with fans
(individuals and per segment). A direct approach to any fan.
We enhance the fans experiences and enhance the clubs fan engagement.All unique data collected by the platform can be
integrated to the CRM, to make smarter decisions, increase revenue, re – marketing , monetization etc. Fans can open and
promote events and groups – and be an "active" fans and create advance engagement for the club. We have a very
interesting solution and different business model for clubs, associations, media companies and brands.
Company References
Company references: we can provide on request
Main partners: - Jordan Sports Partnerships
Investors: Private investors
Video links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aecJkskWTZI&t=27s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ls4vTfENhQ8

Fabula Gaming
www.fabulagame.com
Premium Games for Sports Brands
Solution at a Glance
Fabula Gaming develops premium games for sports brands, in order to engage, grow and monetize their fan
communities.
Unique Differentiators
The majority of companies that target sports clubs (on a B2B2C model) are focused on one genre of games or utilities
(e.g - "From the Bench" - Manager, "Etermax" - Trivia, "Kibo" - keyboards), therefore unable to supply a rich daily
experience, which will fulfill the personal preferences of a large and diverse fan base.
Fabula Gaming offers a variety of self-developed mobile branded games, covering top grossing genres and suitable for
several age groups, and it does so under one platform and under one players account for all its activities.
In addition, Fabula Gaming enables 3rd party developers to integrate their games into its platform, to further enrich its
offering to the sports clubs.
Company References & Strategic Partners
Main partners: Interacting Technology (representative of Real Madrid C.F digital), 365 Scores, Maccabi Tel Aviv FC,
Maccabi Haifa FC
Investors: Private investors, Fastbreak TLV (micro fund)

FanPassTick
www.FanPassTick.com
We increase ticket sells and reduce fraud tickets

Solution at a Glance
FanPassTick presents a unique and groundbreaking method for purchasing game tickets. FanPassTick is able thorough its
Ai/Machine learning patent pending algorithms to identify which ticket holders are planning to arrive at the event.
Through this process the system is able to contact ticket holders that are not planning to attend the event and resell
their tickets, allowing a Win-Win situation where ticket holders can regain 50% of the ticket price.

Unique Differentiators
Using a proactive approach to change the sport events world by filling up stadiums, bringing new fans to the stadiums,
increasing ticket sales by 10% for each game which in turn bring more income from parking, souvenirs and beverages.
FanPassTick engine also provide a unique way to reduce fraud over the internet

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N60zVK1qxQ8

Futbol.ai
www.futbol.ai
Actionable Injury Predictions.

Solution at a Glance
Futbol.ai’s mission is to maximize performance and longevity of players through health and injury predictions. The
artificial intelligence platform creates a physiological model for each player and uses GPS tracking data to identify
players at risk. Coaches and medical staff receive timely, actionable and easily understood insights and
recommendations.
The product is evaluated to identify over 30% of injuries empowering teams to significantly reduce injury and recovery
costs.
Unique Differentiators/Competitor references Being the first injury prediction product based on artificial intelligence, the following differentiators should be noted:
1 - Seamless integration with any GPS tracking wearable product and no hardware or physical setup required
2 - The artificial technology prediction technology continuously learns from player movement patterns, adjusting to
individual players and teams.
3 - The product delivers insights understood by highly trained medical staff as well as coaches and non-medical users
4 - Futbol.ai has immediate measurable ROI
Company References (case studies or POC) & Strategic Partners
Main partners: Maccabi Tel Aviv FC is our top partner and have been using the product extensively for both the
premier and youth teams.

Giraffic
www.giraffic.com
Outsmarting internet bandwidth limitations entirely from the
client-side
Solution at a Glance
Giraffic Adaptive Video Acceleration™, the leading client-side video experience technology, enabling consumer
electronics devices and streaming service providers' apps to deliver HD, UHD 4K video and VR, without re-buffering
pauses or streaming resolution reduction. AVA technology was adopted by leading Smart TV and Smartphone
manufacturers, as well as with leading sports leagues and other live, VOD and VR streaming services.

Unique Differentiators
AVA optimizes bandwidth performance from the client side only, with a simple in-app SDK, completely complimentary to
existing video ecosystem (CDN, compression, etc). AVA overcomes network limitations, providing uninterrupted HD,
UHD 4K and VR viewing experience, with crisp, steady picture quality. The built-in streaming optimization extracts over
200% higher throughput from an existing end user’s network, so viewers gain up to 300% higher resolution and up to
80% less buffering pauses. AVA's Quality-of-Service mechanism minimizes unwanted bitrate switches, cutting resolution
changes by half, providing consistent streaming video, regardless of congested network conditions. Client-side only
software operates seamlessly, requiring no integration on server or network side, eliminates viewing frustration caused
by buffering and poor image quality, increasing user engagement, viewing time and brand loyalty.

Video Links
Company video: https://youtu.be/10Mpf59-8mI
AVA HBO Now! demo: https://youtu.be/FdXWomnyXgo

Idomoo
www.sport.idomoo.com
We believe in personalized content as a growth engine in
sports
Solution at a Glance
Idomoo Sport enables sport organizations to automatically generate personalized videos in order to increase ROI on daily
digital commercial campaigns as well as drive innovative fan engagement across all platforms (CRM, Social Media and
personalized Ads on FB). Our new SaaS platform will enable sport brands to create and send personalized video campaigns
either to registered fans or a personalized video ad on FB in 5 east steps without any hassle of video production.
Unique Differentiators
1. Holistic solution- Our new Saas platform is the only one providing you the ability to use high end personalized video
content easily without the need to produce the video and in an affordable price.
2. Distribution- email, FB ads, SMS, APP's
3. Technology- our open API enables sport brands to embed it on any digital platform or send it via any mailing system.
Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAE_X5wPpzU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBIMwcz_gI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYrFzX1khOk&t=2s
Company References & Strategic Partners
We work with some of the biggest brands in the world: Google, Barclays, FC Barcelona, Sunderland, The Sun, Quicken Loans,
USAA etc. We are on the verge of becoming an official partner of Facebook.
Main partners: FB, Google play, O2, Tesco, Quickenloans, FB Barcelona, Sunderland FC, Sun Dream Team, England Rugby,
Bayern Munich FC

InSoundz
www.insoundz.com
SEE THE SOUNDS™ in LIVE EVENTS AND VR
Solution at a Glance
We’re changing the way sound is experienced in live event broadcasting & VR. Insoundz captures sound at the source
using patented audio-tracking tech, so viewers anywhere can hear every footstep. The result is sound so powerful it’s
better than a front row seat.

Unique Differentiators





We capture any sound at a live event, from the source and deliver it in high quality to viewers of the
broadcast/digital/VR
We augment each of the event camera’s with the relevant sound per each of the camera’s video feed
We deliver any sound in real time, live and we also store ALL sounds from the game to enable automatic audio
stitching to video clips produced post game.

Video Links
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/acgo873il1vxg05/AACY6TzbqZL6NvcUABZFMlota?dl=0

Company References & Strategic Partners
ESPN and the MLB

Intel Sports Group
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/sports/sportsoverview.html

Intel Sports Group is the leading turnkey solution for leagues,
broadcasters and teams aiming to be the market leaders in
the digitization of sports.
Solution at a Glance
Intel Sports Group provides a variety of solution focusing around immersive reality and data analytics. The flagShip services are the freeD 360 instant replay creating a replay from any angel during the live broadcast and the VokeVR
which streams live HD VR content from the side of the pitch.

Unique Differentiators
We have Unrivalled processing power maximizing the big data and images captured in the game. We're the world
leader in volumetric filming in large venues of multiple moving figures. Alongside stereoscopic VR, we are the turn key
solution for sport immersive reality experience backed by the most powerful processing power worldwide. Our last layer
Incorporates data analytics and sensors for a fully informative and immersive experience.

Video Links
FC Barcelona Clips - preview

Company References & Strategic Partners
Main partners: NFL, LA Liga, NBA Teams & MLB team

Kaltura
https://corp.kaltura.com/
Kaltura’s mission is to power any video experience on any
device
Solution at a Glance
Kaltura offers a over-the-top platform. Kaltura OTT TV platform is an end-to-end solution that includes all the tools to
manage an advanced video service: content ingestion, metadata management, pricing, advertising, promo offers, time
shifted TV, DRM and more. All the features are available on Kaltura’s award winning applications or via 3rd party apps
consuming Kaltura’s APIs.

Unique Differentiators
Kaltura allows service providers and media companies to go direct to consumer and offer TV services based on any
business model: subscription service (SVOD), video transactions (TVOD) and/or advertising (free, freemium). In order to
expedite time to market and reduce application development costs, Kaltura also offers applications for mobile and
desktop. With Kaltura’s platform, media companies can finally converge their video content to a unified system to
manage all video ingestion, pricing, customer management and front-end applications as well as internal video portal for
QA and training.

Video Links
https://videos.kaltura.com/media/OTT+Solution+For+Media+Companies/1_a8dzgxrj

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: Viacom, Turner, RGE, VF, Yes, Ono, MediaCorp and more
Main partners: Harmonic, Nokia, Amazon, Akamai,
Investors: GS, Nokia,

KonnecTo
www.konnecto.io
Experiential loyalty SaaS engagement platform

Solution at a Glance
KonnecTo is a SaaS based loyalty gamification platform between fans, sports teams and sponsors that builds games and
challenges to make each and every real life and online interaction count. Imagine rewarding your fans for engaging with
your team's sponsors, singing at halftime, competing with other fans in trivia competitions or even giving points for the
number of times they jump to their feet during a game.

Unique Differentiators
In just a day you can have a fan loyalty engagement platform up and running – creating fan engagement experiences in
the real world and online helping to increase engagement between your team, sponsors and fans. This engagement is
not limited to only the stadium or even just the game time, but can bring together fans watching TV, listening on the
radio or cheering at the stadium – before, during and after the game or the season.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: Maccabi Tel Aviv
Main partners: Gemline, Saberpoint, Deloitte
Investors: Currently raising seed

LiveU
www.liveu.tv
LiveU offers solutions to suit any live broadcast scenario
within one single IP multi-layered ecosystem
Solution at a Glance
LiveU is driving the live video revolution, providing live video streaming for TV, mobile, online and social media. Let your
audience become part of your story with high-quality and flawless live video, transmitted from anywhere in the world,
through the use of our patented bonding and video transport technology. LiveU creates a consistent bandwidth and a
reliable connection so you can acquire, manage and distribute high-quality remote live broadcasts.
Unique Differentiators
LiveU Sports enables athletic teams and programs transmit compelling live video content such as live games, sideline
interviews, press conferences and clips from practice. LiveU field units harness the power of a satellite truck in a small,
easy-to-use, backpack for end-to-end production and distribution, making it simple for sports production teams to
broadcast live events and post highlights quickly. Sports broadcasters and teams throughout the world are using LiveU
solutions to keep their fans engaged year round with everything from live championships to off-season updates.
Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/user/liveUtv/playlists
Company References & Strategic Partners
Over 2000 tier one worldwide customers including NBC, CNN, AP, BBC, Sky News, Reuters, Europsport, Chelsea F.C.,
Manchester United F.C., Arsenal F.C., Liverpool F.C., New York Jets, New York Giants, Carolina Panthers , Seattle
Seahawks, Denver Broncos, Oakland Raiders, Houston Texans, Jacksonville Jaguars, Cleveland Browns , Philadelphia
Eagles, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, Tennessee Titans, Washington Redskins, San Diego Chargers , Pittsburg Steelers, Kansas
City Chiefs , Indianapolis Colts, NFL, NBA, NHL, Turner Sports, Nascar, Top Rank boxing, UFC, MLB IGN , ESPN X-Games,
F1, Iron Man, MSG Varsity, NY Red Bulls, NBC Sports, Fox Sports Australia, Sky Sports, BT Sports, Fox Sports US and
others

LookAt
www.lookat.io
Media Review & Approval platform

Solution at a Glance
LookAt is an Enterprise SaaS providing state-of-the-art collaboration solutions for organizational content.
LookAt simplifies the internal and external creation workflow for creative teams and managers. A collaborative cloud
where anyone, anywhere can share ideas, notes, thoughts and review the most complex work in progress, in a simple
seamless way.

Unique Differentiators
LookAt is the ONLY Review & Approvals solution that supports all media file formats including - Video, VR/360 Videos
and Live HTML content.

Video Links
Company - https://lookat.wistia.com/medias/dayuhjstml
Product - https://lookat.wistia.com/medias/payg33ugbs

Company References & Strategic Partners
Mccann WW, Wix.com, Adobe

Minute
www.minute.ly
Minute increases social video engagement and revenue.
Instantly.
Solution at a Glance
Minute’s technology automatically identifies new videos published on the website, tags them and analyzes them based
on Computer Vision & Crowd Sourcing. Minute generates a video trailer that will be displayed instead of a static
thumbnail leading to increase in video views and revenue.

Unique Differentiators
Minute’s solution has no stand out competitors .
Our unique value proposition: increase video views and revenue instantly.
Other benefits: no integration is required; just add Minutes JS code to publisher’s website. Everything is being done
automatically and can scale to any amount of traffic.

Video Links
CNN's desktop: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsTtLt8TuPY
CNN's Facebook's feed https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJscDlDcCV0
ABC News mobile assets https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9uBbr9raiI

Company References & Strategic Partners
Sky Sports, Fox Sports, ABC News, CNN, USA Today

Motionize
www.motionizeme.com
Motionize provide real time corrective feedback to
recreational athlete to enhance their experience
Solution at a Glance
Motionize has developed proven pioneer technology that gives recreational players with real time biomechanical
analysis and technique corrective feedback. Motionize uses a multiple consumer class motion sensor to estimate objects
orientation and translation. Motionize designed advanced state of the art algorithms combined with the vast knowledge
of athletes, coaches, and bio-mechanic engineers. The algorithm is the core basis of the real-time metrics and the virtual
coach systems.
Unique Differentiators
Motionize Football Smart Footwear is the first ever Multi level Football players’ technique improvement tool. The
unique Motionize solution includes designated HW, FW and sport scientific Algorithms. Designed to revolutionize the
most participated sport in the world, the Motionize Football technology brings true value for the athletes and coaches.
The product development is led by Dr. Erez Morag: Former Head of Global Football Research, and Athlete Performance
Insight Group at Nike HQ (1998-2011). Dr. Morag developed 22 Patents, 14 of them are Football related.
The Football foot wear, is focused on improving technique in order to improve performance, enhance experience and
enjoy the sport more.
Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=7pbmwBqaWiQ&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tF_DRlkvUdg&feature=youtu.be
Company References & Strategic Partners
Quick Blade paddle (Smart Paddle)
DAC Distributions (Targetize US distributor)
Garmin (Kayak System)

Panda O.S
www.panda-os.com
Revolutionary Video Platform with focus on Sports and
Media
Solution at a Glance
“Bamboo” is an Online Video Platform with focus on Sports and Media. Bamboo is quick, light, and flexible. With
Bamboo you can launch your own video portal quickly and easily. "Bamboo live" is a complete Live Video solution for
broadcasters and content providers. "Bamboo Live" includes Live Channel Management, Content Management,
Dynamic Ad Stitching, and EPG Scheduling.
"Bamboo Mobile" - a fully featured OTT Suite for iOS, Android, Smart TVs, Apple TV, Roku, and more
Unique Differentiators
 End-to-end full Online and OTT solution, Sports and Media customers in-mind
 Flexible pricing model, Incredible Support
 With our web based VOD-to-Live Linear Scheduling and Playout Solution, it’s possible to use your browser to
schedule live channel programming from your existing VOD library. The solution also includes a front facing
Electronic Program Guide and is available for all Web and Mobile platforms. Create new live linear channels with
ease, and a minimal investment.



The Bamboo SaaS solution will allow you to focus on your business, and will simplify all of your video needs,
while reducing your operational expenses dramatically.

Video Links
Panda OS video demo

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: Israeli Pro Football League, Impect GMBH, Charlton Sport 1, Ovation TV, RhythmOne Media
Main partners: Amazon AWS, Kaltura,
Investors: Privately funded, bootstrapped.

Peer5
www.peer5.com
The Serverless CDN

Solution at a Glance
Peer5 is the world’s largest peer-to-peer CDN for video. We deliver over 30M hours of video every month for companies
like Dailymotion and Sony. We improve their video quality and reduce their costs by 40%. Unlike older solutions, our
technology requires no download or special plugins and it takes 2 lines of Javascript to implement.

Unique Differentiators
Traditional CDN are based on server machines spread out across the globe, to scale, they have to put more machines
and therefore it’s impossible for them to prepare to large live events at any point of the globe. At Peer5, the more
demand there is on a stream the more capacity there is as users contribute to the benefit of all. Peer5’s capacity growth
is exponential and we are able to support large streaming events at any time in any geographic.

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqMcqx9jK7g
Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: http://www.digitaltrends.com/web/peer5-dailymotion-streaming-peer-to-peer/
Main partners: DailyMotion,Sony
Investors: Hillsven Capital, FG angles

Pixellot
www.pixellot.tv
Fully automated production solution for all levels of sport

Solution at a Glance
Pixellot offers fully automated sport production solutions that revolutionize the traditional video capture/production/
distribution workflow for professional and amateur sports. Our end-to-end solutions enables clubs, venues and media
platforms to affordably create player and game videos and distribute them directly to users’ screens in an interactive
format that lets fans choose their own view, create and share clips on social networks.

Unique Differentiators
- Superior auto-production algorithms that deliver high-quality, TV-grade footage .
- Application for any screen (web, non-linear TV, mobile, VR)
- “Never miss a moment”: panoramic video app that lets fans and coaches zoom into any moment of the game and
create and share clips.
- Support for a wide number of sports (basketball, soccer, handball, volleyball, ice hockey, field hockey, American
football)

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjNech6k7fE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEgpC2upVq4

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: Sportotal.tv, STATS, Bayern-Munchen Youth Academy, NFHS streaming network, HockeyTV
Main partners:_wige media, Hupu, STATS, PlayOn!
Investors: Baidu, First Time

Playbuzz
http://www.playbuzz.com/
Playbuzz is reinventing storytelling.

Solution at a Glance
Playbuzz is an award-winning authoring and distribution platform that provides publishers and brands with interactive
storytelling tools to tell engaging editorial and commercial narratives. 13,000+ publishers and brands – including American
Express, The Huffington Post, BBC, Unilever and more – utilize Playbuzz to increase on-site dwell time, audience engagement
and social sharing.
Unique Differentiators
For Publishers: In an age of content fatigue and Snapchat, it’s getting harder than ever for publishers to stand out among the
noise. Playbuzz has solved this issue, creating the first-ever, blank digital article canvas that seamlessly connects to any CMS.
The platform enables editorial teams to create interactive narratives by replacing text with visually-stunning, moving elements
in order to take readers on an engaging journey – no design or coding skills necessary. Publishers can seamlessly embed
Playbuzz-powered content on-site (such as in-article) or in-app.
For Advertisers: Brands can utilize Playbuzz’s interactive storytelling tools to create branded content campaigns that will
engage with audiences in meaningful ways. Playbuzz can also distribute said campaigns to its portfolio of premium publishers,
thus providing a “branded content at scale approach” which ensures these campaigns reach relevant audiences and provide
impactful results. Both publishers and brands can utilize Playbuzz’s data and analytics capabilities to gather behavioral insights
on their audiences, such as content preferences, and then optimize content accordingly to align with the findings.

Company References (case studies or POC) & Strategic Partners
Company references: Case studies: https://publishers.playbuzz.com/academy/case_studies/
Main partners: Publishers – BBC, The Huffington Post, MTV, MLB, Hearst, CNBC, The Daily Mail, Bravo, Red Bull; Advertisers –
Brita, Unilever, Samsung, Clinique, Universal, American Express, Halifax, Ford
Investors: Walt Disney, Saban Ventures, 83North, Carmel Ventures

Playsight
www.playsight.com
PlaySight is connecting athletes around the world on one
central cloud-enabled sports platform
Solution at a Glance
PlaySight brings cutting-edge solution to connect athletes around the world on one central cloud-enabled sports
platform - a place for them to review, share, compare, and track their athletic careers in one place - on-court, online at
PlaySight.com, and through the PlaySight app. Some of the values we bring are real-time video from multiple angles for
instant coaching, and live streaming through the PlaySight Live Network for all sports.

Unique Differentiators
o
o

The 1st system which was designed for the masses.
The solution’s price matches clubs/academies/schools/universities, where amateur and next generation players
use the system.
o From user experience point of view the solution is very intuitive and used by kids all the way to senior players
o This is the first and the only system ( to the best of my knowledge ) which was designed for the athlete, who
supported by advanced features a capabilities to help him and his team to progress steadily.
We provided added values not only to the athlete, but also to his/her coach, clubs, and fans.

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vla3s8mEvGo

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: FFT, USTA, Golden state Warriors, FFT, … this is a very short list as we have more than 400 smart
courts around the world
Main partners: Sony, TW, SAP
Investors: Novak Djokovic, Billy-Jean King, long list of well-known investors.

RSPCT
www.RspctBasketball.com
RSPCT changes the way basketball professionals and fans
understand, improve and enjoy shooting

Solution at a Glance
Tracking basketball shooting in high resolution – not only whether the shot was made or missed, but where exactly it
hit. This data is used to help players improve their shooting faster and farther than ever, and improve the fan
experience.

Unique Differentiators
The unique value we create requires very high accuracy. We’re the only ones who track at such accuracy.
At this time focused on Basketball.

Video links
https://youtu.be/T7mNyCgQEmE

Screenz
http://scrnz.com/
The Screenz Platform creates and manages personalized
and interactive digital content through seamless
engagement with viewers

Solution at a Glance
Screenz is a software based entertainment company that empowers professional content creators to build interactive
and personalised experiences with mass audiences. The platform helps maintain relationships between content
owners and audiences by managing and developing viewer experiences that make content engaging. The platform
utilizes big data analysis in real-time to map the Entertainment DNA of each user to provide them with a personalized
experience while giving valuable insights to its clients and advertisers. The platform has been implemented by
networks such as ABC, Univision, FOX and Globo Brazil. Screenz has headquarters in Tel Aviv, with offices in London
and New York.

Unique Differentiators
Screenz Platform transforms audiences from passive viewers to active users, while learning about consumers to
generate new revenues.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: “Screenz is at the forefront of a revolution which is changing the way we watch television”
Daniel Powers, Director of Google Cloud Platform
Main partners: ABC, Univision, FOX and Globo Brazil.
Investors: Marker LLC

Relevant videos to share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lktXY-eHeRQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWtE9sxAmlM

Showbox
www.showbox.com
Video Creation Solution for Brands and Internet Platforms
Solution at a Glance
Showbox’s cloud based engine simulates every aspect of a studio, enabling brands, online marketplaces and websites to
provide their communities with fully controlled, easy-to-use, video creation tools.
Main Use cases:
Online platforms (e-commerce, social networks, marketplaces) are looking for ways to have their users create videos. Current
systems require the user to use external devices or platforms, and then to upload the video they create.
Brands are looking to have their communities promote the brand organically but have no way of doing it while maintaining
brand integrity and safety.
Unique Differentiators
Showbox’s solution is browser-based, intuitive, and easy-to-use, allowing any user to create a professional level video in a
matter of minutes - from their phone, tablet or computer.
Showbox is a first-of-its-kind video creation engine -Simulating a real studio - from virtual green screen to wide-ranging
camera movement, titles and on-screen graphics. Showbox unleashes the full potential of UGC and organic exposure by
ensuring brands can protect their integrity and maintain their image.
Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXtyJBR8ZDU&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScIS2ZcueMg&t=5s
Company References & Strategic Partners
Wix, UN, Aussie (P&G), BBTV, FullScreen, StyleHaul, Tribune Media

SimilarWeb
www.similarweb.com

We measure the digital world
Solution at a Glance
SimilarWeb is the standard for understanding the digital world. SimilarWeb’s market intelligence solutions provide
businesses with insights for any website or app across all industries, worldwide. Thousands of customers, including eBay,
L’Oréal, Google and Airbnb, rely on SimilarWeb to understand, track and grow their digital market share.

Unique Differentiators
SimilarWeb is the only company with both global and country specific data across desktop and mobile devices.. We can
reveal the stats for any website or app.

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sb09jaZYY7s
Company References & Strategic Partners
Current customers include DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga GmbH, a very big Premiere League Team, and the US Tennis
Association

SmarterTV
www.smartertv.net
Engage with live video

Solution at a Glance
We use a set of ultra-high resolution static cameras (just like Replay’s) for a co-production service.
Real-time image-understanding adds a meta-data stream to the video leaving the venue.
On the fan side, a dedicated video player plays the video+metadata smarter stream, allowing the fan to interact with the
video, meaning real time personalized render for the fan.

Unique Differentiators
We let the fan interact with the video, do cool stuff (the kind you normally do when playing computer games) like
controlling the camera and even directly clicking objects of interest in the video (like the players or the ball). One
example is the famous “bullet-time” effect Replay-Technologies mimics. Intel processes 1 frame (it takes her ~10 sec to
do so and $0.5M cost) on the broadcaster’s side. We do it at 1/10 of the cost, fully real time (30 fps => X300 faster than
Intel!) and we allow the fan to do it on any mobile device.

Video Links
clip1: https://vimeo.com/197283993
clip2 (a teaser for smarter games and advertising): https://vimeo.com/207610799/7278940203

Company References & Strategic Partners
Gil Halevi, head of digital, IPFL
Marco Maddaloni, former head of digital ESPN

Strigy
www.strigy.com
Backbone for immersive technologies – VR streaming
platform
Solution at a Glance
Strigy is a VR data driven streaming platform.
We enable high-quality streaming, by cherry-picking the relevant parts for each viewer, according to its point of
interest.
This technology is leveraged for advanced capabilities for content creators & distributors, such as interactive.
Whether live or on-demand, whether the content is delivered to mobile phone or VR headsets, Strigy supports it in a
cross-platform mannger.

Unique Differentiators
Strigy is a data driven streaming platform, enabling personalized experience to each and every user.
This is utilized for interactive experiences, high-quality streaming, and content-driven analytics.

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWUWmrZqN3g

Company References & Strategic Partners
Strigy has served to far millions of experiences, and collected billions of data points.
We are working with leading content platform, OEM, and service provider in the space.

Tline
www.tline.io
Tline revolutionizes storytelling by organizing content on an
engaging timeline, embeddable into any publisher.
Solution at a Glance
Content today is growing exponentially faster than we can handle. Stories have become jumbled and disorganized,
making it difficult for publishers’ readers to consume them. Tline’s goal is to organize content on a neat timeline,
embeddable into any publisher, in order to revolutionize storytelling. Everyone can use our user-friendly platform,
leading to their very own Tline. Whether it is developing stories or past events, anything can get timelined.

Unique Differentiators
With a rev-share business model, we enable brands to tell their stories to the world, through our publishers. Looking
forward, we plan to disrupt the live-news storytelling approach using NLP and machine learning technologies.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references:
The Next Web - https://thenextweb.com/insider/2017/03/02/a-timeline-of-all-samsung-s8-rumors/
GeekTime - http://www.geektime.com/2017/01/22/this-startups-timelines-create-interactive-infographics-in-themiddle-of-your-articles/
ESPN - http://demo.tline.io/examples/espn.html
NBA - https://view.tline.io/view/do-you-remember-who-has-won-the-nba-championship-in-the-last-10-years
Main partners: Publishers & Brands
Investors: JumpSpeed Ventures, Besadno Ventures

Udobu
www.udobu.com
Fan Behavior prediction technology for Sports and Media.

Solution at a Glance
Udobu analyzes and predicts fan behavior to help maximize viewership and revenues through personalization, pricing
and targeting, aiming at filling stadiums at club level, and increasing revenues for media rights holders.
Unique Differentiators
Udobu predicts the behavior of specific fans for specific games and events, rather than generally trying to increase
the fan base. With the understanding that the upcoming game is a specific task requiring specific tools to tackle.

Vbrand
www.vbrandsports.com
A.I. driven sports marketing big data platform

Solution at a Glance
vBrand’s platform utilizes advanced image recognition technology, along with proprietary
artificial intelligence (AI) based on deep learning applications, to determine sports sponsorship
media valuations across linear TV, digital TV, the web and social media . The platform automatically and accurately
detects on a frame-by- frame basis, whenever the sponsor’s logo is visible to the human eye, while simultaneously
weighing factors impacting each sponsor appearance, such as noting aspects, exposure time, size, camera angle and
image clarity. The platform then analyzes all that data in real time, thereby enabling the immediately value
measurement and optimization of the media assets.

Unique Differentiators





Enabling optimization & planning of sponsorship assets
One-stop-shop for digital & linear analytics, covering paid, owned, earned and shared media
Real-time analytics on a dynamic dashboard
Higher accuracy rate then any other sponsorship solution out there

Company References & Strategic Partners
Main partners: Coca-Cola, Turner, Nieslen
Investors: Nielsen Innovate, Wellborn Ventures

Video links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=jn6zhJwyr60

VibeXPro
www.vibexpro.com
Enhance your game
Solution at a Glance
A paradigm shifting device, which is changing the way professional athletes prevents injuries, improves performance and
accelerates recovery and rehabilitation time. Used before, during and after high intensity physical activity to release
muscle tension as a mean of faster and more efficient muscle recovery. Based on the principle that vibration improves
the blood and oxygen supply to muscle tissue, accelerating the renewal process and removal rate of excess waste
products.

Unique Differentiators
-

Significantly improved recovery of force strength
Accelerated reduction in heartrate
Enhanced reduction of lactic acid
Preferred user experience
Only takes up to 5 minutes of use

Company References & Strategic Partners
Investors: Dayan Group

Vitec Video Innovations
www.vitec.com
Any Video. Any Format. Any Time.
Solution at a Glance
VITEC is a worldwide provider of innovative digital video products that support end-to-end media solutions. Since 1988,
VITEC has played a leading role in the design and manufacture of hardware and software for video encoding, decoding,
transcoding, recording, conversion, archiving and streaming over IP. Our comprehensive product portfolio of video
solutions covers a wide range of industries including IPTV, Sports & Entertainment, Digital Signage & Walls,
Broadcasting, Government, Military, Education, Medical, Telco, Enterprise and Transportation.

Unique Differentiators
As an engineering-oriented company, VITEC continues to design and develop ground-breaking video solutions and
introduce radical innovations and technologies that are used by major companies. VITEC’s commitment to working
diligently with our customers and partners and our engineering talent give us the capacity to turn your dream
specifications into a reality. We have a superb video quality up to 4K with the best latency, we have a digital signage end
to end solution with and Ad Creation solutions, and from the player side we run on a STB, to improve quality, reliability
and more affordable.

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uer5IiQZHhs&feature=youtu.be
Company References & Strategic Partners
Sacramento Kings, Orlando Magic, Green Bay, Buffalo bills, CNN Sports, NBC Sports, The white house TV and many
more.

Wally
Digital Smart Sponsorship walls

Solution at a Glance
WALLY invented the world's first interactive sponsorships wall.
we believe that the sponsorships wall must be updated to the digital age.
WALLY (registered patent) have upgraded the current sponsorship wall by adding a line of video screens, giving the
sponsors a new and wider way to connect with their target audiences – from presenting dynamic logos, to brand's TVC.
Monitors are located in the interviewee's head height (what you see on TV). The system supports advanced display and
measurements technologies with smart SAAS remote access. The wall itself is very easy to assemble and store.

Unique Differentiators
We believe in a Win-Win situation for every side of the deal. Our offer will significantly upgrade the league's
sponsorships walls in terms of look and image, giving the teams the benefit of additional revenues, with no risk or
financial obligations for the teams. So everyone wins – the administration upgrades the league's sponsorships walls, the
teams make more money, and the sponsors enjoy quality media platform with massive TV exposure.

Video Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejDlk3Inoys&t=12s

Company References & Strategic Partners
Investors: Alon Elbaz

Wibbitz
www.wibbitz.com
A video for every story

Solution at a Glance
Wibbitz is an AI-powered video creation platform used by publishers around the world to produce engaging short-form
videos quickly, easily, and at scale. The platform automatically creates videos from existing text and media, and includes
intuitive editing tools for full editorial control. Every video is custom branded to tell your story in your voice.

Unique Differentiators
Wibbitz is the only Ai-powered video solution to combine both creation and distribution workflows, enabling publishers
to streamline processes and make the biggest possible impact with video. Its platform uses smart automation and offers
intuitive editorial tools, so partners can significantly improve efficiency while maintaining creative control over their
content. Wibbitz has a variety of video players to fit each publisher’s requirements and maximize video ad revenue. By
adding more of their own original video content, publishers can increase both the editorial and monetization value of
every page on their site.

Video Links
https://youtu.be/yLvTj3Onfnw

Company References & Strategic Partners
Reuters, Fox Sports, Sporting News, USA TODAY Sports
USA TODAY Sports Case Study

WSC Sports
www.wsc-sports.com
Real-time, automatic production & personalization of sports video
highlights

Solution at a Glance
WSC provides an innovative workflow automation solution for sports media-right owners; ingesting live sports video
content and distributing automatically created short-form videos - tailor-made, customized and personalized for every
need. The company’s unique video technology automatically analyzes sports broadcasts in real-time, identifies every
moment in a game and generates customized highlights on every player, team and moment using cloud-computing,
sports data integration, image processing, audio analysis and automatic editing algorithms.
WSC's solution is currently utilized by global sports media brands to better leverage sports content for increased fan
engagement, marketing and promotional opportunities.

Unique Differentiators
There is no current offering in the market that enables the automatic creation of sports videos with the scale and quality
of WSC Sports.
The main company’s competition comes from traditional workflow and legacy systems and mechanisms already in place
for sports video production workflows. Out solution takes this practice to a new level.

Video Links
Check out this Video interview.

Company References & Strategic Partners
Company references: NBA partnership: Check out this article on USA Today and this Wall Street Journal coverage.
FIBA partnership: FIBA.com
Main partners: NBA, MLS, Turner, FIBA, March Madness, WSL, Fox Sports, US Open, etc…
Investors: Intel, Dan Gilbert (owner of the Cavs), Elysian Park Ventures (owners of the Dodgers), Mark Wilf (owner of the
Vikings), Zohar Gilon, 2B Angels, Plus Ventures, iAngels, Pix VC, etc…

